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This letter is submitted in support of the AP1000 Design Certification Amendment Application (Docket
No. 52-006). The information provided is generic and is expected to apply to all Combined License
(COL) applicants referencing the AP1000 Design Certification and the AP1000 Design Certification
Amendment Application.

Westinghouse provided preliminary information on changes which it proposed to include in Revision 18
of the API 000 Design Control Document (DCD- 18) in a January 20, 2010 letter (Reference 1).
Supplementary information on some of those changes requested by the NRC was provided in a March 12,
2010 letter (Reference 2). Information was provided in an April 26, 2010 letter (Reference 3) for seven of
the changes identified in the January 20, 2010 that were determined to mneet one or more of the Interim
Staff Guidance-I I (ISG- 11) criteria for reporting to the NRC staff. The remaining 50 "elective" items in
the January 20 letter are addressed in a letter dated May 21, 2010 (Reference 4). In a letter dated May 10,
2010 (Reference 5), information was provided for seven design changes that met one or more of the ISG-
11 criteria and which supported the API000 Licensing Finalization schedule. In a letter dated May 25,
2010 (Reference 6), information was provided for two additional design changes that met one or more of
the ISG-1 I criteria and which supported the AP1000 Licensing Finalization schedule. In letters dated
June 14, 2010 (Reference 7), June 18, 2020 (Reference 8), July 6, 2010 (Reference 9), July 8, 2010
(Reference 10), July 28, 2010 (Reference 11) July 29, 2010 (Reference 12), August 12, 2010, (Reference
13), and August 16 (Reference 14) information was provided for additional design changes.

This letter provides supplementary information on the design change (Change Number 72) which
modifies the closure logic for the CCS containment isolation MOVs, installs a safety-class relief valve on
each of the 10 inch CCS supply and return lines, and changes the safety class of the related piping to
ensure the relief valves are installed in safety class piping. Information on CN72 was initially provided in
Reference 11. The supplementary information, which consists of responses to comments provided by the
NRC on 8-12-10 and 8-18-10, is provided in Enclosure 1. In those cases where resolution of the comment
required changes to DCD pages, those revised pages are also provided. The NRC has previously
reviewed this information in draft form. During the process of finalizing this information, Westinghouse
made an additional editorial change to the DCD which is described in the third paragraph of the
Westinghouse response to Action Item #6.
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As noted previously, the changes described in this and the referenced letters do not constitute all of the
changes which Westinghouse proposes to include in DCD-18. Rather, the changes in this letter are in
addition to those which Westinghouse either has submitted or will submit to the NRC as responses to
Requests for Additional Information or Safety Evaluation Report Open Items.

Westinghouse will work with the NRC staff to disposition the changes described in this letter as
expeditiously as possible. Questions related to the content of this letter should be directed to
Westinghouse. Please send copies of such questions to the prospective COL applicants referencing the
AP1000 Design Certification. A representative for each applicant is included on the cc: list of this letter.

Very truly yours,

R. F. Ziesing
Director, U.S. Licensing
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ENCLOSURE 1

Supplementary Information for CN72
Modifications to Component Cooling Water System Containment Isolation Logic and Piping

Non-Proprietary



WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3
RESPONSES TO NRC QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS ON CN-72

Action Item #1 - NRC has requested that a second safety-class pressure relief valve be
added to the JCC section of each CCS line penetrating containment, in addition to the
two new valves V2 70 and V2 71 proposed by CN- 72. The additional valves are intended
to provide single failure protection for the existing safety-class containment isolation
valves to ensure that they close and remain intact following the RCP external heat
exchanger tube rupture.

Westinghouse response: ASME III, Class 3 valves V270 and V271 were added to the
inside containment CCS supply and return headers to provide safety-related relief
capability to protect the Class 2 containment isolation valves from overpressure as they
close following the EHX tube break event. The failure of spring-operated safety valves
to open on a high pressure condition is typically excluded as a single active failure that
must be considered in the short term. Reliance on a single safety-related relief valve is
standard industry practice consistent with Code requirements and industry safety criteria,
and has been accepted by the NRC for ensuring overpressure protection on a variety of
safeguards systems and other safety-related systems. This is the design approach used on
AP600 and AP 1000 and, as such, has been certified by the USNRC twice before.

The system design does not include a backflow check valve in the 3 inch cooling water
line serving the RCDT heat exchanger. Therefore, each of the two safety-class isolation
valves V270 and V271 added per CN-72 will see the pressure increase in the system
following isolation after an RCP external heat exchanger tube break. Even if one of the
safety-class relief valves is assumed not to open, the second valve on the opposite header

;will actuate to relieve pressure throughout the isolated portion of the system inside
containment. Each valve has sufficient capacity to prevent system overpressure for the
largest expected discharge from the EHX tube rupture event.

Action Item #2 - Verify that the containment isolation valves as currently designed
remain operable with the pressure, temperature and flow conditions expected at the
valves while they are closing in response to the RCP bearing water high temperature
trip. If confirmation of valve operability requires the use of information derived from the
ANSALDO RELAP analysis of the event now being performed, NRC may need to audit
the analysis.

Westinghouse response: The RELAP analysis is still under development and is expected
to be completed by the end of September .2010. The analysis provides information on the
behavior of the CCS during an external heat exchanger tube break for both the original
system configuration and the new configuration (after implementation of CN-72 changes.
The analysis report will be made available for audit by the staff.

The CCS piping pressure class inside containment is consistent with the overall design
requirements for the system, which is a Class D (defense in depth) moderate pressure
system that does not interface with the RCS. Westinghouse class JCB, JCC, JCD and
JCE piping has capability to be used in systems with higher design pressure / temperature
combinations, as defined in the Westinghouse piping classification document APP-PL02-
ZO-001 Rev. 5, Piping Class Sheets and Standard Details. JCC and JCB piping (for
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ASME III Class 3 and Class 2 applications, respectively) have identical pressure /
temperature limits to JCD and JCE piping. JCB, JCC, and JCD piping (with associated
fittings and valves) are all used in some portions of the inside-containment CCS, as
modified by the proposed changes in CN-72.

A preliminary RELAP5 calculation to characterize the RCP external heat exchanger
(EHX) tube rupture event and determine the maximum break flow rate for a double-
ended guillotine rupture of a single tube indicates that the pressure attained in the CCS
piping peaks momentarily at 232 psig as the isolation valves close and one or both of the
ASME III Class 2 cooling water line relief valves V270 and V271 open. Each valve has
a set pressure of 200 psig and is designed to be fully open at 220 psig. The RELAP5
calculation predicts that the long-term system pressure will stabilize at approximately 190
psig, with the relief valves remaining partially open and discharging to containment. The
maximum flow rate through broken heat exchanger tube is predicted to be approximately
125 gpm for the first few seconds of the event. The flow through the relief valves varies
considerably during the initial phase of the event due to pressure surges in the system
caused by flashing in the heat exchanger shell. The total discharge flow into the EHX
shell decreases to less than 100 gpm after the break flow through the broken tube reaches
equilibrium with the system pressure. After the flow through the CCS cooling water line
relief valves matches the break flow, the relief valve discharge to containment stabilizes
at approximately 100 gpm.

The relief valves have been sized to be able to pass the maximum liquid phase blowdown
flow as well as the maximum expected volume of flashing fluid generated in the heat
exchanger shell during the initial portion of the tube break event. The more detailed
RELAP modeling of the RCP internal flow path predicts a lower peak volumetric flow
rate for the long-term discharge through the relief valves than was originally determined.
It may be possible to reduce the required size of the CCS relief valves because of the
more accurate determination of the flow rate from the broken EHX tube.

Following generation of the motor-operated containment isolation valve closure signal
following the high RCP bearing water temperature trip, CCS continues to flow through
the containment'lines into and out of the faulted EHX until the containment isolation
valves are fully closed. The high temperature discharge from the interior of the RCP
mixes with the much higher volumetric rate cooling-flow from CCS. The fluid
temperature downstream of the pump will reflect mixing of the break flow with the much
cooler CCS flow in the heat exchanger shell. When the return flow from the affected
EHX reaches the larger.CCS containment return header, the individual pump cooling
flow stream is mixed again with a substantially higher volume of flow at a lower
temperature. This stream is the return flow from the other CCS users inside containment.
The fluid temperature seen by the two CCS containment return line motor-operated
valves, while closing, will therefore be much lower than 200 TF. Pressure in the CCS
lines inside containment will remain at or slightly above the normal CCS operating
pressure (85 psig at the EHX inlet, 40 psig at the EHX outlet)until the valves are nearly
fully closed. At this time the pressure in the CCS lines inside containment will begin to
rise due to the increased dynamic loss produced across the valves as they approach their
fully closed position. After the valves close, the safety-class relief valves V270 and
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V271 will open to control the pressure in the isolated portion of the system inside
containment.

The~valve data sheets for both the inboard motor-operated containment isolation valve
V207 and the outboard motor-operated containment isolation valves V200 and V208
verifies that they are designed for a maximum pressure of 285 psig at 100 °F, and a
maximum temperature of 300 OF at 230 psig following closure after containment
isolation. The conditions seen by the valves during and after closing following the RCP
EHX tube break will be bounded by these design values. The data sheet for inboard
containment isolation check valve V201 does not specify the 300 OF / 230 psig condition
as a design requirement, although the valve is a 150# class valve with the same pressure
boundary design characteristics as the motor-operated butterfly valves V200, V207, and
V208. The data sheet for V201 will be modified to reflect the same design conditions as
the motor-operated valves and to recognize the containment isolation conditions
associated with the external heat exchanger tube break as a limiting set of conditions.
This change will ensure that the valve will be designed to operate reliably for these
extreme service conditions.

The maximum temperature of the mixed (steam / water) fluid entering the shell side of
the EHX from the tube break is predicted to be approximately 400 °F by the RELAP
analysis. The temperature is determined by the flashing of the hot reactor coolant at the
existing CCS pressure condition as it discharges from the broken tube ends. The pressure-
temperature condition seen by the innermost containment isolation valves exceeds the
normal design limit specified for the CCS piping classes use. However, it remains within
the 15% overpressure limit allowed by ANSI/ASME B3 1.1 for stress in ASME VIII
piping and components due to occasional loads, at the maximum fluid temperature and
pressure expected following the EHX tube break. For the ASME III Class 2 and Class 3
components in the CCS containment isolation lines, the predicted pressure-temperature
condition is well within the allowable Service Level D condition applicable for the
external heat exchanger tube rupture event.

Action Item #3 - Clearly document in the DCD the reasons why the APO00Q design does
not need to comply with the guidance in NUREG-0800, Section 9.2.2 1114. F that specifies
that isolation of cooling water to reactor coolant pumps should only be accomplished by
remote manual actuation (rather than automatically, as in the API 000).

Westinghouse response: The AP1000 RCPs do not have seal injection, but are canned
motor type pumps. The loss of CCS to the controlled leakoff seal type RCPs may
increase the likelihood of a seal LOCA, which cannot occur on the AP1000 pumps. The
guidance in the SRP recommending continued CCS flow to the thermal barriers of the
seal leakoff type pumps even in the event of containment isolation or safeguards
initiation was to ensure the continuance of a secondary means of cooling and protecting
the pump thermal barrier and labyrinth seal. CCS is provided to the AP1000 RCPs for
investment protection and not to prevent a seal LOCA.

In AP1000, CCS to reactor containment loads, including the reactor coolant pumps, is
automatically isolated by a Safeguards Actuation ("S") signal. The use of an automatic
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isolation on "S" ensures that-cooling water is continually provided to the RCPs until after
the reactor has been tripped. This provides the greatest margin of safety for AP 1000
while still ensuring investment protection for the RCPs. When not operating, the pumps
can withstand a loss of cooling water for several hours without concern for degradation or
damage.

The basis for using the "S" signal rather than the Containment Isolation ("T") signal to
close the CCS containment isolation valves is described in Section 6.2.3.3 of the DCD,
Revision 17, page 6.2-33. Auto closure of the containment isolation valves on the RCP
bearing water high temperature trip occurs only after the RCPs are tripped, approximately
10 seconds after the reactor trip.

Action Item #4 - Westinghouse was requested to consider restoration of the auto closure
function of individual pump cooling water line isolation valves V256A/B/C/D on high
inlet-outlet flow deviation. If the decision is to eliminate the auto close function of these
valves, modify the text in DCD Section 9.2.2.3.4 to reflect the reversion to remote manual
operation only.

Westinghouse response: Westinghouse has evaluated the retention of the auto close
function for V256A/B/C/D in addition to adding the safety-related auto close function for
the motor-operated containment isolation valves. The V256A/B/C/D auto close function
is provided by the plant control system and non-1E sensors and instrumentation, and is
therefore redundant to the automatic closure of the CCS containment isolation valves on
the RCP bearing water high temperature trip function produced through PMS using
safety-related RCP RTD sensors. The use of different types of sensors and different
actuation signals for the two potential automatic isolation functions may produce
unwanted interactions between them, coupled through hydrodynamic effects caused by
simultaneous actuation of each isolation mechanism.

To provide highest expected reliability for the automatic CCS line isolation function in
the event of an RCP external heat exchanger tube break, it is therefore judged best to
implement it by using only safety-class components and instruments. Remote manual
operation of V256A/B/C/D is still available as a means to assist in plant recovery once
the containment isolation valves have closed automatically and is useful as a means of
optimally configuring the plant for recovery from the external heat exchanger tube break.
Section 9.2.2.3.4 of the DCD, modified to reflect only remote manual operation of
V256A/B/C/D, is attached to this submittal.

Action Item #5 - Modify Tier 1 Figure 2.3.1-1 (CCS ITAAC system configuration sketch)
to show the newly introduced (Design Class C) portions of the CCS inside containment.
Describe testing of the new auto closure signal for the CCS containment isolation valves
in Section 14.2.9.2.5 of the DCD.

Westinghouse response: No changes are needed in the Tier 1 information on the CCS.
The reasons for this conclusion are as follows:
a) DCD Tier 2 Chapter 14 has already been closed. Section 14.2.9.2.5 describes

testing related specifically to the DID heat removal function of the CCS and does
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not apply to its containment isolation functions. Testing related to the
containment isolation functions for the CCS is described in DCD Tier 2 Chapter
6.

b) Tier 1 Figure 2.3.1-1 shows neither the in-containment nor containment isolation
portions of the CCS. The CCS ITAAC confirms that the system is configured and
constructed to. satisfy its DID heat removal functions and does not address the
safety-related containment isolation function of the system. The CNS ITAAC for
the containment isolation functions of the CCS is described in Item 2 of Tier 1,
Table 2.3.1-2, which refers to Tier 1, Table 2.2.1-3 Items 1 and 7 for elaboration
of testing requirements. Tier 1 Table 2.2.1-3 Item 1 describes the functional
arrangement of the CN system, which includes the CCS CI valves. Item 7
describes the requirements for CI testing in general but does not specifically
address the signal(s) that produce CI valve closure. The addition of a new CCS
CI valve closure signal (high bearing water temperature) is described in Tier 2,
Table 7.3-1, sheet 9.

Action Item #6 - NRC staff is considering the scenario of a RCS tube rupture to CCS when the
RCP is off (idled); this scenario could occur duringstart-up or shut-down operations. The RCPs
are started and stopped in accordance with TS 3.4.4 - RCPs started above 200F provided the
Pressurizer is <92% and the trip breakers are open. Reactor trip breakers are normally closed
just before withdrawing shutdown banks (Mode 2).

As such, a tube rupture should be postulated at anytime during plant conditions in which RCS
pressure is greater than CCS pressure. However, the high bearing temperature signal that
initiates containment isolation (CI) valve closure may not occur if the RCP is not running. TS
3.6.3 requires each CI valve be operable in Modes 1,2,3, & 4.

For a RCP heat exchanger tube rupture to CCS event, demonstrate that the RCP high bearing
temperature trip to the CI valves occurs in all Modes, including when the RCPs are idled.

Modify Item 30a of Table 3.2.2-1 in DCD Chapter 16 to show that the RCP bearing
water high temperature trip auto closure of the CCS containment isolation valves should
be operable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. Change the applicable technical specification bases
for this item in DCD Chapter 16 as well.

Westinghouse~response: The automatic closure of the CCS containment isolation valves
on RCP high bearing water temperature is operable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4, and is not
constrained by any permissives or interlocks. The operability of the high bearing water
temperature trip auto valve closure function does not depend on the operating status of
the RCP. The RCPbearing water RTDs are safety-class sensors generating input for the
,plant protection system (PMS). The entire signal train (sensor to auto close signal for
CCS CI valves) is Class 1E. The trip signal will be generated whenever 2/4 of the RCP
RTDs senses temperature above the trip setpoint. A high temperature alarm produced by
these sensors precedes the trip signal and alertsthe operators to the possibility of an
external heat exchanger tube leak. The RTDs are located in a mixing chamber that
combines the flow from the auxiliary impeller and the flow from the upper portion of the
pump. If an external heat exchanger tube leak causes flow through the labyrinth seal
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from the RCS, the hot reactor coolant must flow past the RTDs before it can be
discharged through the broken tube into the CCS.

In Mode 5 when RCS pressure is higher than CCS pressure and the auto closure function
may not be operable or when RCS temperature is below the trip setpoint, plant operators
have multiple indications of an external heat exchanger tube break, including the high
flow deviation alarms in each cooling water line, high liquid radiation in the CCS, and
increasing CCS surge tank level. The maximum discharge rate from the broken tube is
reduced due to the lower pressure differential between RCS and CCS, and the higher
coolant density at lower temperature. Operators have sufficient time to identify the
affected heat exchanger and to isolate the leak either by closing the CCS CI valves
manually from the MCR, or by closing the downstream isolation valve on the RCP
cooling water line (V256).

In addition, the Bases 3.3.2 statement "ESFAS Instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of
10CFR 50.36 (c)(2)(ii)" has been moved from following Function 26.a to following
Function 31, at the very end of the APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCOs, and
APPLICABILITY section. This change is an editorial correction, consistent with
NUREG- 1431 content.

The modified sections of Chapter 16 are submitted with this response.

Action Item #7 - Make a change to Tier 2, DCD Chapter 9, Section 9.2.2.3.4 to clarify
the actual controlfunctions for V256A/B/C/D, consistent with the decision to restore or
eliminate the auto close on high inlet-outletflow deviation.

Westinghouse response: The affected section has been modified to correctly describe the
remote manual control function for these valves. See also the response to Action Item #4,
above.

Action Item #8 - Make changes to Figure 9.2.2-2 sheet 2 to clarify the applicability of
notes added in support of the design changes Jbr CN- 72, to clarify the change injunction
offlow channels F250A/B/C/D and F256A/B/C/Dftom "FICA " type to "FIA" type, and
to rectify an error in the piping class designation in the class transition bubble between
JCD and JCC piping in the CCS containment supply line.

Westinghouse response: The modifiedFigure is submitted with this response.

Action Item #9 -Add afootnote and entries in Tier 2, DCD Table 6. 2.3-1 to show the
addition of the RCP bearing water high temperature trip as an auto closure signal for the
CCS containment isolation valves, in addition to the "S" signal. Modify the text of
Section 6. 2.3.3 to include the RCP high bearing water temperature trip as an initiating
signal for automatic isolation.

Westinghouse response: Table 6.2.3-1 has been modified to show both the "S" signal
and the RCP high bearing water temperature trip signal as inputs to automatic closure of
CCS motor-operated containment isolation valves V200, V207, and V208. The
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idescription of the containment isolation function in Section 6.2.3.3 is intended to provide
information on the conditions for general containment isolation, rather than focusing on
the isolation function for a particular system (such as the CCS). Extensive descriptions
of the CCS line isolation following the trip of RCPs on high bearing water temperature
are provided in other sections of the DCD, such as Section 9.2.2.

Action Item #10 - NRC requests that Westinghouse identify the reason why the basis for
the RCP EHX tube break event was limited to only one of the 3/8 inch OD tubes in the
heat exchanger.

Westinghouse response: The complete double-ended rupture of a single tube is the usual
design basis recommended by code for sizing pressure relief valves in systems where
there is a large mismatch between the tube side and shell side operating pressures. This
basis was used in sizing the RCP cooling water line relief valves.

Action Item #11 - NRC requested that a statement be included in the DCD that the RCP
EHX tube break is bounded by other small break LOCA events already described

Westinghouse response: DCD Section 9.2.2.4.5.2 describes in detail the safety-class
automatic isolation function provided by the changes described in CN-72. This function
ensures that reactor coolant leakage outside containment as a result of an RCP external
heat exchanger tube leak will be terminated by a high bearing water temperature trip of
the reactor and pumps within a few minutes, for leak rates greater than about 10 - 20
gpm. For the largest break (guillotine rupture of one EHX tube) the high bearing water
temperature trip will occur within only a few seconds. The rapid response of the
automatic trip and CCS isolation ensures that the RCP EHX tube leak event is bounded
by other small break LOCA events discussed in Chapter 15 of the DCD, and that both
radiation release outside containment and loss of reactor coolant inventory are small
fractions of the values predicted for other small break LOCA events, including the break
of small reactor coolant lines outside containment.

Action Item #12 (added by email from Brian Anderson (NRC) to Stan Ritterbusch and Mike
Melton (Westinghouse), August 25, 2010. - It was stated that at rated pressure and
temperature, the bearing temperature normal range is 150-160F and that the -185F trip setpoint
(delta T of 35F) would easily detect a heat exchanger tube rupture from a RCS temp of 550F.
NRC staff agrees with this assessment. However, considering the scenario in which RCS
temperature is 201 F ('ust entered Mode 4) and with the RCP idled... in the event of a rupture of
the RCP heat exchanger, it seems that it will take a much longer time for the high bearing
temperature alarm (-180F) and trip (-185F).to activate from an estimated containment
temperature of 100-11 OF.

Please revise the proposed response to include additional discussion of the high bearing trip at
lower RCS temperatures, including the estimated time for the trip to occur at this new assumed
low RCP initial temperature (201 F).

Westinghouse response: When an RCP is idled, the only flow through the stator cooling system
is produced by the temperature difference between the water in the pump cooling system and the
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CCS temperature in the external heat exchanger shell. This flow rate is at most approximately
5% to 10% of the normal cooling system flow with the pump operating at 100% shaft speed
(60Hz). The total volume of stator coolant in the system, including the heat exchanger tubes, is
slightly less than 150 gallons.

The highest temperature zone in the idled RCP is the upper flywheel area, which is kept warm by
conduction through the thermal barrier from the RCS. If a tube break occurs, the differential
pressure between the RCP and the CCS drives flow from the pump interior into the heat
.exchanger tubes. Since there is no dynamic head being generated by the auxiliary impeller to
drive flow upwards through the stator casing to the collectionheader, the high pressure reactor
coolant flows down through the motor and into the heat exchanger outlet plenum (in opposition to
the normal- direction of flow). The warmer reactor coolant also flows in the normal direction into
the external heat exchanger inlet plenum. The RTDs used for the automatic isolation function
sense the temperature of the reactor coolant flowing through the collection header almost
immediately after the break initiates. Even with reactor coolant temperature very near 200TF, the
RTDs will sense the reactor coolant temperature within only a few (1-5) minutes and produce the
automatic RCP bearing water high temperature trip (setpoint: approximately 185°F) that closes
the CCS containment isolation valves.
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Additional DCD Changes Required by CN-72 Staff Action Items

Action Item # 1:
Action Item #2:
Action Item #3:
Action Item #4:

Action Item #5:
Action Item #6:

Action Item #7:
Action Item #8:

Action Item #9:

Action Item #10:
Action Item #11:
Action Item # 12:

No additional DCD changes needed.
No additional DCD changes needed.
No additional DCD changes needed.
(1) Additional change to DCD Tier 2 Section 9.2.2.3.4 to describe
removal of auto close function for valves V256A/B/C/D.
(2) Additional change to Section 9.2.2.7 to clarify priority of
safety-related auto close function of CCS CI valves for isolation of
the EHX break.
No additional DCD changes needed.
(3) Additional change to Chapter 16 Table 3.3.2-1 Tier 2 item
30(a) Mode applicability and Conditions for the CCS CI valve auto
close function on RCP bearing water high temperature trip
(4) Additional change to Section 16, Bases B3.3.2, Item 30a to
show the extended Mode applicability.
(5) Additional change to Section 16, Bases B3.3.2, to move Bases
3.3.2 statement "ESFAS Instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of
1OCFR 50.36 (c)(2)(ii)" to the very end of the APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES, LCOs, and APPLICABILITY section.
See Action Item #4 for DCD change needed.
(6) Additional change to Figure 9.2.2-2 (sheet 2) to correct Class
transition flag ("JDC > JCD") at V214, delete "FICA" on flow
channels F250 and F256 and replace with "FIA" designation,
clarify applicability of notes.
(7) Additional change to Table 6.2.3-1 and associated footnote to
add RCP bearing water high trip as a signal that closes the CCS
containment isolation valves.
No DCD change required.
No DCD change required
No DCD change required

9



WESTINGHOUSE NON-PROPRIETARY CLASS 3
RESPONSES TO NRC QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS ON CN-72

DCD Changes Not Affected by USNRC Comments on CN-72

Section 9.2.2.1.3 - Codes and Standards, page 9.2-9 [OK as is]
Section 9.2.2.2 - System Description, page 9.2-10 [OK as is]
Section 9.2.2.4.5.2 - Leakage into CCS, page 9.2-14 [OK as is]
Table 3.2-3 (sheet 2 of 75), page 3.2-21 [OK as is]
Table 3.9-12 (sheet 1 of 7), page 3.9-117 [OK as is]
Table 3.9-16 (sheet 1 of 24), page 3.9-129 [OK as is]
Table 3.11-1 (sheet 18 of 51), page 3.11-23 [OK as is]
Table 3.11-1 (sheet 32 of 51), page 3.11-37 [OK as is]
Table 31.6-3 (sheet 3 of 32), page 31-42 [OK as is]
Table 31.6-3 (sheet 12 of 32), page 31-51 [OK as is]
Section 7.3.1.2.25, page 7.3-19 [OK as is]
Table 7.3-1 (sheet 4 of 9), page 7.3-28 [OK as is]
Table 7.3-1 (sheet 9 of 9), page 7.3-33 [OK as is]
Figure 7.2-1 (sheet 5 of 20), page 7.2-36- [OK as is]
Section 5.2.5.2.2, page 5.2-24 [OK as is]
Section 5.2.5.6, page 5.2-30 [OK as is]
Section 5.2.4.1.2.1, page 5.4-2 [OK as is]
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9. Auxiliary Systems AP1000 Design Control Document

9.2.2.3.2 Component Cooling Water Heat Exchangers

Two component cooling water heat exchangers provide redundant cooling for normal operation
heat loads. Both heat exchangers are required to achieve the design cooldown rate; however, an
extended cooldown can be achieved with one heat exchanger in operation. Either heat exchanger
can be aligned with either component cooling water pump allowing one heat exchanger to be out
of service during normal plant operation.

The component cooling water heat exchangers are plate type heat exchangers. Component
cooling water circulates through one side of the heat exchanger while service water circulates
through the other side. Component cooling water in the heat exchanger is maintained at a higher
pressure than the service water to prevent leakage of service water into the system.

9.2.2.3.3 Component Cooling Water Surge Tank

The component cooling water system has a single surge tank. The surge tank accommodates
changes in component cooling water volume due to changes in operating temperature. r
nprnal.j.op,'onrqtin.9_ The tank is designed to accommodate a 50 gallons per minute leakage into or
out of the system for 30 minutes before any operator action is required. For abnormal operation,
tlqes~ge7 tank vent line is sized to accommodate a double-eded tube ruptuLre n the noUIiial
residual heat removal system (RNS) heat exchanger (that is. 520 gpmi) without exceeding the

surge~~~ tank LIg presw or allowigý prSLieto increase above CCS svstem dsg rsueaS......--• .-.. .. . .. .......... ... t ...-... ..r ..... ... .. .. a. .. . .... .... .. . .
the highest pressure point in the system.

The tank is a cylindrical, vertical unit constructed of carbon steel.

,9.2.2.3.4 Component Cooling Water System Valves

Most of the valves in the component cooling water system are manual valves used to isolate
cooling flow from components for which cooling is not required in a given plant operating mode.

Three motor--operated isolations valves and a check valve provide containment isolation for the
supply and return component cooling water system lines that penetrate the containment barrier.
The motor-operated valves are normally open; and. hlowvr • th. •c. . .are closed upon receipt of a

safety injection signal oMi a h i'_,h bearie water temperatue reactor trip lia1. They are controlled
from the main control room and fail as-is.

prevents raioactive reactor coolant flow through the component cooling water system.

Relief valves are provided in the cooling water outlet line from each reactor coolant pump. These
valves are sized to protect the pump motor cooling jacket (design pressure 200 psig) and the

component cooling water piping in the event of a tube rupture in the reactor coolant pump

Tier 2 Material 9.2-I11 Revision 18



9. Auxiliary Systems AP1000 Design Control Document

9.2.2.6.2 Routine Testing and Inspection

During normal operation, the standby pump and heat exchanger are periodically tested for
operability, or alternatively, placed in normal operation in place of the train which had been
operating.

Component cooling water system supply and return containment isolation valves are routinely
tested during refueling outages. Descriptions of the testing and inspection programs for these
valves are provided in subsections 3.9.6 and 6.2.3, and Section 6.6.

9.2.2.7 Instrumentation Requirements

Instruments are provided for monitoring system parameters. Essential system parameters are
monitored in the main control room. Low flow in the discharge header automatically starts the
backup component cooling water pump. A radiation monitor alarms in the main control room if
reactor coolant leaks into the component cooling water system.

Level instrumentation on the surge tank provides both high- and low-level alarms in the main
control room. Two redundant level channels are provided to reduce the likelihood of reactor trip
caused by a single downscale failure of a surge tank level channel that could cause the operating
component cooling water pump(s) to trip, thereby initiating loss of cooling flow to the reactor
coolant pumps and other cooled components. Also, at a low-tank level, a valve in the makeup
water line is automatically actuated by one of the two level channels to provide makeup flow
from the demineralized water transfer and storage system into the component cooling water
system.

Flow alarms in the main control room, produced by the two flow channels located on the CCS
reactor coolant pump cooling water inlet and outlet lines, will alert the operator to a leak from the
reactor coolant pump external heat exchanger into the component cooling water system. These

ae-F&e~ý4a rfrom la lelak in a........ S.. . " . . . . . . . " . . . .t- .......... ...........e-•-te:c m..n.hcat--.xe•.h~angee•t nto-.*h~t•e.vs~t--.*t.o.the.c n.peomp ne.n t..co o.Ii~ng..sy~stcm.;- .St...n.a. ... ncra.g. .d:.:• f.by.t..he
PMS. in the event of a hiph beLr~ing. water temperature tn~p.of thereactor, also close the CCS

e~ta i i ii cn t i SoIa t Io n ViaIVeCS to CeIim11i I Ia I thec po ss ib11iityv ofi rcato i c o oIa nt ft om t fa ulItecd C exicroalI_ _._ .. ........._. ..... .. ........... ................... .. .............. .-... .........._ ..... .....- .1 --.. ..... ................... ... .......... .. ... ---............. ............ I ..... .. .......... .............. ...... -......... .. .... ... --- ..............

heat exChaneer tube distharein, to portions of the C(_S outside the corlnwairnmecnt.

Component cooling water flow instrumentation isprovided in the outlet line from the remaining
components as shown in Figure 9.2.2-2.

9.2.3 Demineralized Water Treatment System

The demineralized water treatment system (DTS) receives water from the raw water system
(RWS), processes this water to remove ionic impurities, and provides demineralized water to the
demineralized water transfer and storage system (DWS). The demineralized water transfer and
storage system is described in subsection 9.2.4.

Tier 2 Material 9.2-17 Revision 18



ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 13 of 13)
Engineered Safeguards Actuation System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE MODES

OR OTHER SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS

29. SG Power Operated Relief
Valve and Block Valve Isolation

a. Manual Initiation .1,2,3,41' 2 switches -E,N SR 3.3.2.3

b. Steam Line Pressure - Low 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 6i 4 per steam line B,N SR 3.3.2.1
SR 3.3.2.4
SR 3.3.2.5
SR 313.2.6

Sysem ontainmnent Isolation
Valve Closure

a. Reactor Coolant Pump . 4. er RCP BJ SR 3.3.2.1
Bearing Water SR 3.3.2.4
TemeratQure - Hi h SR 3.3.2.5

SR 3.3.2.6

31. Containment Vacuum Relief

Valve Actuation
a. Containment Pressure - 1.2,3,4 4 B.CC SR 3.3.2.1

o5.6 SR 3.3.2.4

SR 3.3.2.5
SR 3.3.2.6

b. Manual Initiation .1.2.34 2 controls ECC SR 3.3.2.3
50 )60•)

I
(b) .Ti ne...cnsta.ts ...us•ed i.n .the..ea..a .e nt.o.le ar . > 50. seconds and ... ..5 sconds.:

(j) With the RCS not being cooled by the Normal Residual Heat Removal System (RNS).

I~ bt con~. . .. tai .Pn~ tqmen .jp qt hatches and both containment airtocks closed.

AP1000 3.3.2 - 27 Amendment 0
Revision 18



ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCOs, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

29.b. Steam Line Pressure - Low

Steam Line Pressure - Low provides closure of the PORV flow
paths in the event of SGTR in which the PORV(s) open, to
limit the radiological releases from the ruptured steam
generator into the atmosphere.

This Function is anticipatory in nature and has a typical
leading/lag ratio of 50/5.

The LCO requires four channels of Steam Line Pressure -
Low Function to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 with
the RCS cooling not being provided by the RNS. Four
channels are provided in each steam line to permit one
channel to be in trip or bypass indefinitely and still ensure that
no single random failure will disable this Function.

ESFAS instru.umentation satisfies-. riteFi on 3-of 10 GFR

.30;. Component Cooling Water System Containment Isolation Valve
Closure

The function of the Component Coolinq Water System (CCS)
containment isolation valve closure is to ensure that the CCS flow
paths can be isolated during an RCP heat exchanger tube rupture
event. The CCS flow paths must be isolated followinq an RCP heat
exchanger tube rupture event to minimize radiological releases from
the ruptured tube into the turbine building. The CCS flow path is
isolated by the closure of the CCS containment isolation valves,
which receive a close signal on high RCP bearing water
temperature.

30.a. Reactor Coolant Pump Bearing Water Temperature - High

The CCS containment isolation valves are closed if
two-out-of-four sensors on any RCP indicate hiqh bearing
water temperature. This Fup - uired to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1 3 and 4.oour channels are
provided to permit one cha trip or bypass
indefinitely and still ensure no single random failure will disable
this trip Function.

AP1000 B 3.3.2 - 53 Amendment 0
Revision 18



ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCOs, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

the refueling cavity.

25. ESF Loqic

This LCO requires four sets of ESF coincidence logic, each set with
one battery backed logic group OPERABLE to support automatic
actuation. These logic groups are implemented as processor based
actuation subsystems. The ESF coincidence logic provides the
system level logic interfaces for the divisions.

25.a. Coincidence Logic

If one division of battery backed coincidence logic is
OPERABLE, an additional single failure will not prevent ESF
actuations because three divisions will still be available to
provide redundant actuation for all ESF Functions. This
Function is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6.

26. ESF Actuation

This LCO requires that for each division of ESF actuation, one
battery backed logic group be OPERABLE to support both automatic
and manual actuation. The ESF actuation subsystems provide the
logic and power interfaces for the actuated components.

26.a. Actuation Subsystem

If one battery backed logic group is OPERABLE for the ESF
actuation subsystem in all four divisions, an additional single
failure will not prevent ESF actuations because ESF actuation
subsystems in the other three divisions are still available to
provide redundant actuation for ESF Functions. The
remaining cabinets in the division with a failed ESF actuation
cabinet are still OPERABLE and will provide their ESF
Functions. This Function is required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

T-he-ESF1Si "trum entat-sat4f4es-C-r4tere-3-f-the
1-0 CFR 50.36(.)(-2)(ii).

27. Pressurizer Heater Trip

Pressurizer heaters are automatically tripped upon receipt of a core
makeup tank operation signal or a Pressurizer Water Level - High 3
signal. This pressurizer heater trip reduces the potential for steam

AP1000 B 3.3.2 - 50 Amendment 0
Revision 18
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Figure 9.2.2-2 (Sheet 2 of 5)

Component Cooling Water System
Piping and Instrumentation Diagram

(REF) CCS 002
Figure represents system functional arrangement. Details internal to the system may
differ as a result of implementation factors such as vendor-specific component requirements.

Tier 2 Material 
9.2-64 Revision 18
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6. Engineered Safety Features API000 Design Control Document

Table 6.2.3-1 (Sheet I of 4)

CONTAINMENT MECHANICAL PENETRATIONS AND ISOLATION VALVES

Containment Penetration Isolation Device Test

Position Closure

Synstem Lion Flo- Closed Sys IRC Valve/Hatch Identification so iltm...•klg,. DCD Subseotion N-S-A Signal Times Type' & Note MIedium Direction

CAS Srojiee ai, in In No CAS-PL-V204 9.3.1 C-O-C None N/A CS Air Fnrwrerd

CAS-PL-V205 C-O-C None N/A

Insmtnet air in In No CAS-PL-VO14 9.3.1 0-0-C T std. C.5 Air Forward

CAS-PL-VOI5 0-0-C ,_,_,_-_'. _ N/A

cCS ,SCtoods in 1. No CCS-PL-V,200 9.2.2 00--c sSltVtd, C.S Air Fs-,,. rd
CCS-PL-V2O1 .0 0--C Nov N/A

[RC loads ont Out No CCS-PL-V208 . 9.2.2 0-0-C S'..1..I'j so. - C,5 Air Forwan d

CCS-PL-V207 0-0-C S. HRl• 1 std.

CCS-PL-V220 . C-C-C ),None N/A

CVS Sp-rt r-vin flush ot Ont No CVS-PL-V041 i. 9.3.6 C-C-C None N/A C Air Foryard

CVS-PL-V040 . C-C-C None N/A

CVS-PL-V042 I C-C-C None NIA

Leldttwn Out No CVS-PL-V(147 . 9.3.6 C-0-C T std. C Air Forward

CVS-PL-V045 . C-0-C T std. -I ... 1. ..

Charging In No CVS-PL-VO90 9.3.6 C-C-C HR. PL2. std. C Air Fortard

CVS-PL-VO91 C-O-C S+PLI, SGL sud.
CVS-PL-VIO- C-C-C HR. PL2. N/A

S+PLI. SGL

None

H2 injectithlmo RUS Io No CVS-PL-V092 1 9.3.6 O-C-C T oud. C Air Ftrvard

CVS-PL-V0194 C-C-C Nooc N/A

DWS Detnin. toter ,-tlpply It No DWS-PL-V244 9.2.4 C-O-C None N/A C.5 Air Forwrd

DWS-PL-V245 C-O-C None N/A I

FHS Ftrel rantfer NIA No FHS-FT-0t1 6.2.5 C-C-C None N/A B Air Forw.ard

FPS Fire proetirn to-1wdFip, ry,. In No FPS-PL-VO50. 9.5.1 C-C-C one NIA C.5 Ail Forward

FPS-PL-V052 : C-C-C None N/A

PSS SC'/PSX/CVS R( nnplce rlut OuI No PSS-PL-VOII 9.3.3 C-C-C T ard. C Air Foroard

PSS-PL-V0IIIA, C-C-C - T vdt

Cow. oi-rtplen Otn Net PSS-PL-V0464 9.3.3 O-C-C T sld. C Air - Forward
PSS-PL-VISI O-C-C T trd,

RCS/Com. oir -ample rootorn in No PSS-PL-VO23 9.3.3 O-C-C T std. C Air Forwvard

PSS-PL-V024 O-C-C None N/A

Tier 2 Material 6.2-103 Revision 18



6. Engineered Safety Features API000 Design Control Document

Table 6.2.3-1 (Sheet 4 of4)

CONTAINMENT MECHANICAL PENETRATIONS AND ISOLATION VALVES

Explanation of Heading and Acronyms for Table 6.2.3-1

System: Fluid system penetrating containment Closure Time:
Containment Penetration: These fields refer to the penetration itself Required valve closure stroke time

std: Industry standard for valve type (< 60 seconds)

Line: Fluid system line N/A: Not Applicable

Flow: Direction of flow in or out of containment Test: These fields refer to the penetration testing requirements

Closed Sys IRC: Closed system inside containment as defined in DCD Section 6.2.3.1.1 Type: Required test type

Isolation Device: These fields refer to the isolation devices for a given penetration A: Integrated Leak Rate Test

Valve/Hatch ID: Identification number on P&ID or system figure B: Local Leak Rate Test-- penetration

SlitcI iil \i,,i~n c,>b Jj~ >,whomd vo:1,. ~ C: Local Leak Rate Test- fluid systems

Subsection Containing Figure: Safety analysis report containing the system P&ID or figure Note: See notes below

Position N-S-A: Device position for N (normal operation) Medium: Test fluid on valve scat

S (shutdown) Direction: Pressurization direction

A (post-accident) Forward: High pressure on containment side

Signal: Device closure signal Reverse: High pressure on outboard side

MS: Main steam line isolation
LSL: Low steam line pressure
MF: Main feedwater isolation

LTC: Low Told
PRHR: Passive residual heat removal actuation
T: Containment isolation
S: Safety injection signal
HR: High containment radiation
DAS: Diverse actuation system signal

', h 2 sner ci signapl

Note......

I. Containment leak rate test ig p .o r , en
2. The secondary side ofthe steam generator, including main steam, feedwater. startup feedwater, blowdown and sampling piping from the steam generators to the containment penetration, is considered an extension of the containment. These systems are not part of the reactor

coolant pressure boundary and do not open directly to the containment atmosphere during post-accident conditions. During Type A tests, the secondary side of the steam generators is vented to the atmosphere outside containment to ensure that full test differential pressure is

applied to this boundary.
3. The central chilled water system remains water-filled and operational during the Type A test in order to maintain stable containment atmospheric conditions.
4. The containment isolation valves for this penetration are open during the Type A test to facilitate testing. Their leak rates are measured separately.
5. The inboard valve flange is tested in the reverse direction.

7. Refer to DCD Table 15.0-4b for PORV block valve closure time.
-k:1t.\ 1" ,0 On ol'niC i i t C '; I h 1 Th is '; mchs>'r

,> 'c ii, - ~ ~ ........~ 1 1 ......... .i l.. . ec-- ... e li i ..... t..e ...... .s ... :e r:l c \ S 6 1 diO .ir ... i ............ ................ .uo .. A N Nc err er dirt lt
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